The measure of partisanship should exist to establish the change in the partisan balance of the district. We are not in court this time; we do not need to show that we have created a fair, balanced, or even a reactive map. But, we do need to show to lawmakers the political potential of the district.

I have gone through the electoral data for state office and built a partisan score for the assembly districts. It is based on a regression analysis of the Assembly vote from 2006, 2008, and 2010, and it is based on prior election indicators of future election performance.

I am also building a series of visual aides to demonstrate the partisan structure of Wisconsin politics. The graphs will communicate the top-to-bottom party basis of the state politics. It is evident, from the recent Supreme Court race and also the Milwaukee County executive contest, that the partisanship of Wisconsin is invading the ostensibly non-partisan races on the ballot this year.